Grenite® Collection 17
• New Material Lines
•New Colors
•New Lower Prices
• Factory Direct Component Program Delivers Signiﬁcant Savings.

GSS, LLC

60 Leonard Street • Metuchen, New Jersey • 08840
www.grenite.com • info@grenite.com

GRENITE®
PREMIER RECYCLED SURFACES

$25

New Birch Prada

/sq ft

New Cinario

New Ombratto

New Celebrity

Grenite® 1.0
Originally developed for U.S. aerospace - now the ultimate surface material.
A surface material so unique it’s patented. •Competitively priced compared to
leading surface materials •80% post-consumer recycled components; the highest
commercially available recycled content. •7.5 MOH hardness gives Grenite
surfaces superior resistance to scratching, scorching, staining and wear and tear in
heavy use applications. •NSF, Greenguard, Greenguard for Schools certiﬁed. •Class 1
(A) ﬁre rated. •10-year limited warranty. •60” x 120” x 2cm sheets.
US Patent Number: 8933150.

Flurries

$18.90
Motherlode

/sq ft

Comet

Croissant

Rainy Days

Anaconda

Grenite® Recycled Glass
Recycled glass within a surface featuring the beauty, price and performance of quartz.
57% - 65% recycled components. •NSF, Greenguard, Greenguard for Schools
certiﬁed. •Class 1 (A) ﬁre rated. •10 year limited warranty. •60” x 120” x 2cm sheets.

Grenite surfaces are made from recycled materials. Variations naturally occur. All Grenite Recycled Surfaces can contribute to
LEED Certiﬁcation.
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GRENITE®
PREMIER SURFACES

Calcatta Manhattan (F)

Calcatta Vagli (E)

Empire (A)

Ibiza (B)

Kalahari (A)

Montclair Imperial (F)

Olympia (C)

Palmyra (A)

Sapphire Bazille (F)

Serengeti (A)

Sottana (C)

Statuario Bianco (F)

$28+

Verona (A)

/sq ft

Grenite® MarbleStone
Marble, made better.
Proprietary manufacturing technology puts the lasting endurance and low
maintenance requirements of quartz surfaces into unique, ever changing,
three-dimensional patterns like those found in natural marble. Perfect for high
use applications.
Competitively priced compare to leading surface materials. •NSF, Greenguard,
Greenguard for Schools certiﬁed. •Class 1 (A) ﬁre rated. •10-year limited warranty.
•60” x 120” x 2cm sheets.
(A - F) = Color Group
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GRENITE®
QUARTZ RECYCLED SURFACES

$9.25
/sq ft

Silverstrand

Mist

Avalon

Grenite® Basics Recycled Quartz
Recycled Quartz makes quartz surfaces better. Quartz Basics are our three universal
colors which we make in volume, keep in stock and oﬀer at an outstanding price.
30% recycled content. •93% quartz construction. •NSF, Greenguard, Greenguard
for Schools certiﬁed. •Class 1 (A) ﬁre rated. •10 year limited warranty.
60” x 120” x 2cm sheets.

Alabaster

Alpine

Dream Catcher

Gallery White

Greystone

Latte

Mink

Mystic

Portabello

Rhapsody

$11+

Sand Dollar

/sq ft

Sterling

Twilight

Grenite® Contemporary Recycled Quartz
Surfaces that deliver the widest range of performance and installation opportunities.
Modern patterns and colors. Strong for extended use in high use applications.
30% recycled content. •93% quartz construction. •NSF, Greenguard, Greenguard for
Schools certiﬁed. •Class 1 (A) ﬁre rated. •10 year limited warranty.
60” x 120” x 2cm sheets.

Grenite surfaces are made from recycled materials. Variations naturally occur. All Grenite Recycled Surfaces can contribute to
LEED Certiﬁcation.
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GRENITE®
RECYCLED SOLID SURFACES

Autumn

Bright White

Calm

Catalina

Dakota

Heirlom

Flurry

Laurel Bay

Odyssey

Speckle

$12.50+ Grenite
Titanium

/sq ft

Warmth

Wild Oats

Recycled Solid Surfaces
Made from poly-blended and 100% acrylic binders with recycled components.
They deliver a unique combination of price, vibrant colors and performance.
®

27% - 32% post-consumer recycled content. •NSF, Greenguard, Greenguard
for Schools certiﬁed. •Class 1 (A) ﬁre rated. •10 year limited warranty.
30” x 144” x 1.2cm sheets.

Grenite surfaces are made from recycled materials. Variations naturally occur. All Grenite Recycled Surfaces can contribute to
LEED Certiﬁcation.
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GRENITE® COMPONENTS
SUPERIOR QUALITY, MULTIPLE COPIES, READY TO INSTALL, UP TO 80% CHEAPER

Our disruptive program delivers a signiﬁcant bottom line improvement*.
Grenite® Components is a factory direct program that delivers built-to-your-spec surface
parts, ready to install, direct to you for up to 80% less. Here’s how:
Today’s Industry Standard:
Parts from local Dealer/Fabricator
Factory manufactured sheet

Our Disruptive Standard:
Grenite Components

Factory to Distributor

Your Parts.

Distributor to Dealer/Fabricator

Oﬀ-cut material

Factory manufactured and Fabricated

Excess material is recycled back into our
factory manufacturing stream and is
not paid for by you.
Fabrication

Your Parts

Your Waste

+

Oﬀ-cut material disposed of by fabricator but
paid for by you
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GRENITE® COMPONENTS
SUPERIOR QUALITY, MULTIPLE COPIES, READY TO INSTALL, UP TO 80% CHEAPER

Cost Comparison (100 Piece Program)

Today’s Industry Standard:
Parts from local Dealer/Fabricator

Our Disruptive Standard:
Grenite Components

Factory Manufactured Sheet:

$ 1,000

Factory Production of 3 pieces: $

Distributor to Dealer:

$ 1,150

100 piece program cost:

Dealer Margin:

$ 1,322

Fabrication:

$

Your cost for 3 pieces:

$ 1,972

100 piece program cost:

$65,076

395

$13,035

650

Savings = $52,041
*(80% reduction)
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About Us
Grenite® Sustainable Solutions LLC is the world leader in sustainable surfaces.
We oﬀer what no other source can - a complete range of prices, colors,
materials and performance features to match any project’s requirements.
Grenite key products/colors are stocked and distributed from our east and
west coast warehouses. All Grenite surfaces can also be made to your order
and require a 4 - 8 week production lead time. (Manufacturing is fast, shipping
is slow!). This allows us to deliver superior quality, unsurpassed surface
materials with recycled content at prices equal to virgin sourced material.
Additionally this process gives us the ﬂexibility to build custom materials to
your speciﬁcations.
Our factory allows us to oﬀer greater value to you: The Grenite Components
program. Factory production of spec components can yield 5 or more pieces
for the price of one. Grenite components can be made from any Grenite
surface material or custom made to match your speciﬁcations.
Our latest oﬀering is Grenite MarbleStone - a new surface material with
the presence of marble and the rugged durability of quartz. For high end
applications that are also high use, this is the perfect surface.

Your Local Grenite Representative:

GSS, LLC

60 Leonard Street • Metuchen, New Jersey • 08840
www.grenite.com • info@grenite.com • 848-260-0578 x202
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